Anglo Saxons - Year 4 - Spring 2 History
Things you already know
●
●

●

●

●

The impact the Roman Empire had
on Britain.
The successful invasion by Claudius
in Britain including the building of
Hadrian’s Wall.
British resistance including
Boudica’s uprising against the
Roman army.
The Romanisation of Britain
including the impact of technology,
religion and beliefs.
Comparisons between the Iron Age
culture and Roman Britain.

History Skills you Already Have
●

●

●

You can ask historically valid
questions about change, cause,
similarity and difference, and
significance.
You can select appropriate
historical information to answer a
question.
You can use a range of sources to
find out about the past.

Key Vocabulary
migration

The movement of people from one
place to another.

New History Knowledge
●

●
●

Enter (a place, situation, or sphere
of activity) in large numbers with
the goal of taking something.

●

settlers

A person who moves with a group
of others to live in a new country
or area.

●

pagan

A person holding religious beliefs
different to those of the main
world religions.

runes

The system of writing used by the
Anglo-Saxons.

invade

settlement

A place where people establish a
community.

danegeld

A tax to pay the Vikings to stay
away introduced by King Ethelred.

The Anglo-Saxons were
warrior-farmers and began to
invade Britain while the Romans
were still in control.
Anglo-Saxons weaponry was swords
and spears and round shields.
Their other skills consisted of
hunting, farming, textile (cloth)
production and leather working.
When the Anglo Saxons first settled
in Britain, they were pagans. This
means that they worshipped lots of
different gods. Their religion was
paganism.
Runes were letters used by the
Saxons to write short messages of
ownership, for example ‘This belongs
to Offa’.

New History Skills
●

●
●

I will continue to develop a clear
chronology of historical events.
I will build clear narratives within
and across periods studied.
I will understand connections and
contrasts between different time
periods.

